
When artists first join our collective, they enter an
incubator with a diverse cohort of creators, where
they receive funding and dramaturgical support. Upon
successful incubation, creators enter the accelerator,
which provides business and legal aid and access to our
network of advisers and partners. 

By the end of the accelerator, projects are artistically
complete, fully structured, and ready to take on
significant investment for the development phase.

INCUBATOR & ACCELERATOR

MOC operates as a Worker Self-Directed Enterprise.
Our members share in all of our successes and are
incentivized to work collaboratively.
 
Our creators work across disciplines and draw from
the expertise of their colleagues. We are currently
developing plays, musicals, films, TV series, academic
works, and more.

COLLABORATION OVER
COMPETITION

Read more at
www.midnightoilco.com

DEVELOPMENT & PRODUCTION

Midnight Oil Collective is an arts investment, development, and production
group that centers artists as exclusive shareholders. By engaging artists and
supporting their vision through to fruition, we generate highly original art
that resonates with wide audiences.

We strive for economic and social justice in the arts through equitable
project development, mutually beneficial partnerships, and innovative
investment strategies.

ON-STAGE ON-CAMERA

 Develop design packets
and proofs-of-concept
 Pitch the project to
studios and production
companies

1.

2.

 Workshop the project and
develop design packets
 Work with our non-profit
theatre partners to run
production tours. 

1.

2.

In addition, projects that show strong commercial viability
through development and production will be included in a
diverse portfolio of arts projects as an opportunity for
impact investors.These projects will include musicals and
feature films with high production costs but broad appeal. 

Like a venture capital fund, we will develop many
different projects and hedge against the risk inherent in
arts production.

PRODUCTION BUNDLE

CREATORS INVESTING
IN CREATORS

MEMBERS

ALLISON CHU. KEITH HAMILTON COBB. SOLA FADIRAN. SARAH FIETE. DANILO
GAMBINI. EDWIN JOSEPH. NATE MAY. FRANCES POLLOCK. EMILY ROLLER

ARTISTS CURRENTLY INCUBATING

ASHLEY BECKER. KULIMUSHI BARONGOZI. RISHAN DHAMIJA. JERRE DYE. ANDRE
GODSEY. MAURICE HARRIS. MAJKIN HOLMQUIST. MARELLA MARTIN KOCH. ZACH

REDLER. JISU SHEEN. EM WEINSTEIN


